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- Efficacy of homeopathic medicine in bronchial asthma-a reportorial approach-Dr.C.Jaya
- Comparative study of repertories of boger,boenninghausen and kent in the treatment of migraine-Dr.Renu Mathew
- A study on the Efficacy of TPB in case taking in general-Dr.V.k.Priyadarshini
- A clinical trial in the evaluation of homeopathic treatment in migraine-Dr.Mahesh.K.T
- A clinical study to verify the importance of mental symptoms in repertorisation-Dr.Deepa Ravi verma
- A study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management and treatment in OA-Knee-Dr.Mohanakumar.K
- A clinical study on the kentian approach in the management of chronic inflammatory disease of paranasal sinuses-Dr.Sreedevi GK
- Utility of the chapter “relationship of remedies” in TPB Allen’s edition in homeopathic treatment-Dr.Vineetha A
- Efficacy of constitutional medicine in the treatment of urinary calculi using kent repertory-Dr.Letha L
- An elaborate study of the rubric “Ailments from” in Kent’s repertory ,clarke’s and synthesis repertory-Dr.Chithra P V
- Utility of homeopathic medicines in the treatment of anxiety disorders with the aid of kent and synthetic repertory-Dr.Usha.V
- Therapeutic value of homeopathic mother tinctures and lower triturations in controlling NIDDM in comparison with constitutional medicine-Dr.Seema Murali
- Significance of mental symptom in homeopathic treatment based on kent’s repertory-Dr.Harikumar s
- A comparative study on therapeutic value of constitutional medicine with organ specific medicines in the treatment of fibroid uterus-Dr.Simi Sarang
- A study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of ovarian cyst with the help of knerr repertory-Dr.Simi.C S
- A clinical study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of menopausal complaints with the help of knerr repertory-Dr.Preetha S Nair
- Verification of a repertory to cyclopedia of drug pathogency and its comparison in clinical utility with Boger’s repertory-Dr Sanil kumar C
- Comparison of chapter ‘fever’ in kent and boger’s repertory-Dr Baby Sini
- A study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of CSOM with stress over the role of generals over particulars with a compilation of a repertory on ear-Dr Vineetha Susan
- A clinical study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of acne vulgaris-Dr Jeena K
- A study on the efficacy of homeopathic constitutional medicine in the management of paronychia and a repertory compilation of diseases of nails –Dr Roja Nefsath
- A study on the efficacy of TPB in the management of cases lacking generals-Dr Priyadarshini
- A study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of tonsillitis-Dr.Maya B J
- A study on the efficacy of totality of symptoms in relation to pathology and its application in repertorisation-Dr Indira K T
• Rearrangement and addition of rubrics and medicines in the chapter on stages of life and constitution in the repertory of Herring’s materia medica-Dr Sujatha S
• Repertory of chronic miasm-sycosis and its verification through OPD’s-Dr Meera Rani
• A study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of NIDDM-Dr Sreeraj T S
• An individualistic approach in the management of hypertrophy of thyroid using general’s of kent’s repertory-Dr Jeeja S
• Rearrangement and addition of rubrics and medicines to the repertory of William boericke on the basis of boericke’s material medica-Dr Sanchoo Balachandran
• A clinical study on the efficacy of homeopathic medicine in the management of simple goitre-Dr R Sharma
• A comparative study on therapeutic value of constitutional medicine with organ specific medicines in the homoeopathic management of UTI-Dr Namitha
• To study and compare the utility of chapter ‘extremities’ in kent’s repertory with the repertory of rheumatic remedies by H A Robert in the treatment of rheumatological diseases-Dr Sreekumar
• Evaluation of synthesis repertory as compared with kent’s repertory through their case in OPD’s-Dr Valarmathy
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